SOURCE Meeting Minutes March 21, 2018

Attendance
Lauren Bell,
Kim McCauley
Stephanie Crawford
Juber
Ariana Heinsdorf
Marija Dalbello

Online:
Elizabeth Smith
Catherine

Introductions
● Round robin

Upcoming SOURCE Events
● Juber spoke on the upcoming visit to the Puerto Rican Studies that he is planning. It starts at 2pm
● Sam’s event is next Saturday at Printed Matter
● Origami is next Wednesday because of the snow
● Kim’s trip to Strickley Museum is April 21
● Ariana spoke on the LISSA LOC trip to DC.

Programming and Ideas
● Louise’s trip to Harry Potter exhibit in Fall of 2018 may be difficult to plan but is proceeding with ideas.

Upcoming Conferences
● MARAC
● ALA
● SAA

Elections for Fall 2018 Semester
● This is Lauren’s last semester so President position is available

Questions/Comments
● Marija brought up information on an exhibit she saw called Slaves of Fashion featuring the work of the Singh Twins.
● Stephanie is presenting a poster at MARAC and will report back about the conference.
● An annual report will need to be made by the summer
● We have a page on the SAA website.